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Abstract

The food production and processing sector are facing sustainability challenges of growing complexity. To tackle these challenges, data and knowledge from many different domains may be structured and stored using an ontology, a semantic model. In this paper we present a core ontology designed to model processes and observations from food domains. Three datasets structured according with this ontology are stored into a repository. Dedicated tools were designed to assist domain experts in integrating and querying data. Semantic integration of data from food transformation domains may enable new decision support tools for new products with good qualities and eco-friendly properties.
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1. Introduction

The food production and processing sector are facing sustainability challenges of growing complexity, such as global warming, the increase in over-
weight, obesity or population aging. To tackle these challenges, data and knowledge from many different domains in agriculture, food production, nutrition and health need to be modeled and structured in a way that allows storing very precise information about observations for the whole production, transformation and consuming processes, and proposing new methods for meta and multi-criteria analysis.

This paper presents our contribution to the knowledge and data representation task in food processing. In the framework of our recent projects, scientists in food process, oral physiology and sensory perception, eco-design and computer science, built a first ontology for the eco-design of transformation processes (9). This ontology has been reengineered to PO\textsuperscript{2}, a process and observation ontology in food science (12), to integrate data for three domains. The first domain concerns the formulation of dairy products, taking into account nutritional and sensory properties (11; 17). The second domain is about the manufacturing of meat products and involves an industrial partner, Solina Group, that designs and produces ingredient-based functional and culinary solutions for the food industry. The third domain is biorefinery.

Three datasets, structured according to PO\textsuperscript{2} ontology, are stored into a repository.

Two tools were developed for integrating and querying those datasets.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents PO\textsuperscript{2}, a core ontology designed to model observations for food transformation process. Section 3 gives details about three available datasets structured according to PO\textsuperscript{2} ontology. Section 4 presents two tools developed for integrating and querying those data.

2. PO\textsuperscript{2} ontology

PO\textsuperscript{2} (Process and Observation Ontology) allows one to represent a food transformation process described by a set of experimental observations available at different scales and changing over time through the different unit operations of the production process.

PO\textsuperscript{2} has been developed using the Scenario 6 of the NeON methodology (18), i.e. reusing, merging and re-engineering ontological resources. PO\textsuperscript{2} ontology reuses BFO (BFO), IAO (IAO), OWL-TIME (TIM), QUDT (QUD), and SSN/SOSA (13; SOS).

PO\textsuperscript{2} ontology version 2.0, implemented in OWL 2 (OWL), is published
on the AgroPortal ontology library [PO2], and is Creative Commons Attribution International (CC BY 4.0) [CCB].

PO2 contains 67 concepts and 79 relations. Figure 1 gives an excerpt of PO2. There are 3 parts in PO2:

1. a group of concepts concerning an Observation, i.e. the act of carrying out a Procedure in order to calculate a value of an observable property of a FeatureOfInterest;
2. a group of concepts concerning the Result of an Observation associated with units of measurements;
3. a group of concepts for the description of the production process: Process and Step. Each step is characterized by a temporal duration and has a collection of inputs and outputs.

The design of PO2 allows to model a process as a sequence of unitary operations and also their inputs and outputs. An ongoing work about aligning concepts from PO2 with the concept Food Transformation Process from FoodOn (H0) (and its sub-concepts) should give more insights about the
expressiveness of these two ontologies concerning the description of a food transformation process.

3. Domain Ontologies and Available Datasets

PO² (Process and Observation Ontology), briefly presented in Section 2, is the core ontology (the common part) of three domain ontologies. The first domain ontology concerns the formulation of dairy products, taking into account nutritional and sensory properties [11, 17]. The second domain is about the manufacturing of meat products. The third domain is biorefinery.

Three datasets, each one structured according to the PO² ontology for each domain, are stored into a RDF-repository. 53 research projects are modeled: there are 997 itineraries involving 2900 steps including 369 observations records for a total of 5 557 631 RDF triples.

This RDF repository structured by PO² integrates into an homogeneous format different data sources which initially has heterogeneous formats.

4. Tools

PO²Manager is a tool designed to assist domain experts when extending the PO² domain ontology with concepts from other existing ontologies. It provides navigation in the concepts hierarchy, search for reusing existing semantic resources and assistance in adding a new concept. PO²Manager encodes the user guidelines, it is a real help for domain experts when exploring existing resources and reduces errors in data annotation. PO²Manager is a standalone application developed in Java.

SPO²Q is a Web application designed to assist users to query the PO² RDF repository. A set of SPARQL queries are pre-defined for users which are not familiar with SPARQL. In an advanced usage of SPO²Q, complex SPARQL queries may be defined.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents how we manage to model, store and query food processing for three domain using a core ontology designed to model processes and observations according to SSN/SOSA, the latest recommendation of W3C. Three datasets are stored into a RDF repository with 5.5 M triples.
Dedicated tools were designed to assist users in integrating and querying data.

As shown in (17), the semantic integration of data from dairy products using PO\(^2\) allows i) to query in a uniform way all available data about cheese production; ii) to estimate missing data on cheese rheology, and iii) to help a Life Cycle Assessment practitioner to transfer knowledge from one domain to another by suggesting relevant parameters to be measured. In (16), PO\(^2\) is used to learn probabilistic relational models and in (15) PO\(^2\) is used to discover causal relations. One interesting use of semantic integration is to allow better results for decision support systems (14).

An ongoing work is to align concepts from PO\(^2\) and FoodOn (10) when describing the manufacturing process for a meat product (i.e. sausage) and to compare the expressiveness of PO\(^2\) and FoodOn for this task.

Future works should be done to develop decision support tools which will enable formulating new foods answering specific quality properties and produced with a controlled environmental impact. This would be a big step towards more sustainable food systems.
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